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Dear Parent/Carer, 

 

I hope this letter finds you well. 

 

Thank you for your continuing support in ensuring our pupils’ high levels of engagement in home 

learning.  Despite the obvious challenges, our young people continue to impress us with their 

efforts. 

 

As outlined in the Chief Education Officer’s letter, part of our work over the next few weeks will 

be ensuring that we are able to continue to prioritise online learning for all young people, as well 

as providing the support required for practical subjects where this is necessary. We will also be 

delivering online targeted supports for small groups across the curriculum to ensure continued 

best attainment performances for all pupils and specifically those undertaking National 

Qualifications.  

 

As directed by East Dunbartonshire Council, we are working with principal teachers of practical 

subjects to finalise arrangements for those young people in the Senior Phase (S4, S5 & S6) where 

in-school completion of work is necessary. This will be managed on a rotational format to ensure 

the safety measures outlined are met. Information regarding planned sessions for pupils requiring 

in school provision will be available soon.  

 

On Friday 19th February we intend to issue a letter to pupils in S4, S5 and S6 which will explain 

our plans for each practical subject.  All pupils involved in this will be asked to collect a Covid 

self-testing kit from the school prior to attending any practical sessions. We will give further 

information about this on Friday.  

 

This limited return of learners is for the purpose of completing the learning and teaching of 

essential practical work relating SQA qualifications.  Pupil numbers in school undertaking 

practical work will not exceed 8% of the secondary school roll.   

 

The focus of the planned sessions will be on supporting pupils in subjects where there are high 

levels of practical work that require in-school facilities and which cannot be undertaken 

remotely.  Please note that remote learning is still our primary delivery model for S1-S6 pupils. 

Where Senior Phase pupils are invited into school, they will follow risk-assessed routines: staff 

will meet learners and allocate them to designated rooms; all will adhere to 2 metre physical 

distancing; we will ensure safe exit of pupils from the building.   

 

It is important to emphasise that, in most of the practical subjects, pupils may able complete 

aspects of their work at home.  In line with the Scottish Government announcement, home learning 

is deemed the default model. 
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Thanks to the tremendous amount of work undertaken by pupils, parents, and staff from August 

to December, and the online provision from January until now, we are in a very strong position as 

a school community to ensure that learning and teaching is prioritised, that engagement levels 

remain high, and that our pupils continue to excel in their studies.  

 

You will be aware that schools continue to deliver a rapid response to National updates including 

those emerging daily and I thank you for your ongoing patience, support, commitment, and 

feedback as we strive as a community to deliver the best outcomes for our young people.  

 

 

Yours sincerely 
 

 
 

George Cooper 

Head Teacher 

 
 

 

 


